
Helpful resources, including resources used to write action steps or resources you will use
for implementation
How you applied the WSCC model (what specific activities, actions, person(s), or
organization(s) did you include in your SHIP because of the WSCC model)
What quantitative and qualitative data is being collected to measure your objective
Where you are stuck or need help
A WSCC component you need help incorporating into your SHIP to ensure your SHIP is
comprehensive 
Who/How you plan to share your final SHIP

Participating in a
Community of Practice

Pick one part of your SHIP to receive feedback.
Use page 2 for a feedback guide.
Use page 3 to document the feedback you receive.  

DATA INTO ACTION WORKSHOP

Unmute yourself

Introduce yourself

Share your SMART
objective for your
priority in the chat

and verballyName & School

Discuss/share the following:
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Are your action steps in chronological order? 

Are your action steps assigned to a variety of people? 

Are your action steps detailed? 

What components of the WSCC model are incorporated into your plan?

Action Steps

S

M

A

R

T

pecific - who is your target population?

easurable - what are you tracking to show progress and success?

ttainable - do you have tools and resources?

elevant - does it align with your school/district priorities?

ime-phased - is there a deadline?

SMART Objective

Baseline data collection

Progress

Summative data collection

Is qualitative and quantitative data included as part of your: 
Data Collection

YES NO NOT SURE

Accountability Buddy

NAME:           EMAIL:

PHONE:        DATE: 

Document the contact information for your Accountability Buddy. This is the individual that will provide 
you more feedback on your SHIP.

SHIP Feedback Guide
Pick one part of your SHIP to request and receive feedback (e.g. SMART Objective, Data Collection, or 
Action Steps). Your peers should use the corresponding part of this Feedback Guide to provide you 
feedback. Document the feedback you receive on Page 3.
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Notes Catcher

Notes on Feedback

Resources
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